
Berlin has been in the spotlight for decades. Especially after the German re-unification Berlin has been a constant 
subject in the international media. Many people came to Berlin, enjoyed the vibrant night-life and culinary expe-
rience, yet they were missing the industrial players that Germany was all known for. Berlin had to catch up and has 

finally gained the momentum to not only stand up to its historical image, but also to surpass it. 
 
JADEA has been serving companies from both East- and West-Coast, as well as, from Asia over the past 6 years. The 
companies pedigree stems from the experience gained by the CEO in living in both the US as well as Japan for longer 
periods. The foundation of the company were the strong ties to the US market, which caused the company to join The 
American Chamber of Commerce, in order to serve companies that need a one-stop service, covering all the basics to get 
started as well as accessing funding depending on the size of the subsidiary and the industry it is operating in.  
Additionally, JADEA helps its clients scouting for potential target companies as well as offering a proper local analysis of 
the market sector the client seeks to enter. 
 
Germany ranks Nr. 2 in EU foreign direct investment right after the UK and over the past years has been in the spotlight 
especially in the emergence of the what Germans call “Industrie 4.0” or commonly known as the Internet of Things. 
JADEA has chosen Berlin as its home base as it offers the most potential in the tech sector. Berlin combines the perfect 
ground for setting up a new home-base being reasonable in rents as well as open to new industries that want to use it 
as a hub for European operations.  
 
Healthcare as well as other industries have grown to become an important cluster in Berlin. JADEA and its CEO gained 
early access to many of the leading companies in Germany, having worked inside of the leading small and mid-size 
company Private Equity Company Odewald & Cie as well as advised leading Venture Firms such as Extorel in Munich. The 
companies strength is its deep understanding of the D/A/CH region, the bridging of legal as well as tax differences of 
Non-EU based companies as well as corporate management styles that can differ to a large extend. JADEA wants to offer 
its services to anyone who is seriously considering entering Europe via its most vibrant gateway and looks forward to 
significantly add value to its clients business.
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 ABOuT THE COmpANy 

JADEA GmbH‘s mission is to serve any sort of company 
entering the Eu via Germany. We serve as a one-stop shop 
offering logical advice from legal/ financial/ and add-on ser-
vices such as strategic acquisitions. The company has m&A 
expertise in multiple sorts of businesses and serves clients 
to fulfill a fast entry as well as a successful launch into the 
D/A/CH region. Based in Berlin, JADEA’s main objective is to 
achieve financially measurable results through customized 
solutions. We want to make sure that any company working 
with us gains a sustainable competitive advantage.
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Offering a One-Stop Gateway to Germany via the most  
Vibrant City of Europe
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